
 Canopy 

Body Product Name

Materials

Finishes | Code

120V ~ 50/60Hz

v1.1

lbs

kg

lbs

kg

A stunning design from Christian Lava, Stream is an 
impressive presence in any room. Stream’s design 
exploits the physical characteristics of the materials 
used to envelop a room in a unique, immersive light. 
Here, over 7 kilometers of metal chain appear to flow 
down from the undulating, nickel plated frame. These 
cascading tiers project a streaking, yet tranquil, shadow 
throughout the room. Design Christian Lava.

terzani.com

Stream, iridescent light.
design Christian Lava

nickel
0J54S E7 C8

gold plated
0J54S L6 C8

black nickel
0J54S E9 C8

Ø11.8”-30cm

23.6”
60cm

 

Ø3.4”-8,6cm     

 LED 
 6W GU10 dimmable

+ 

Light source   

 LED 
 4 x 4W G9 dimmable

63”
160cm

39.4”
100cm

1.2”-3,1cm     

min
 31.5”
80cm

all systems

dimmable with

12.1 14.3 18.1” x 15.4” x 12.6”

5,5 6,5 46 x 39 x 32  cm

Stream
mini chandelier

metal
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 Canopy 

Body  Product Name

Materials

Finishes | Code

120V ~ 50/60Hz

v1.1

lbs

kg

lbs

kg

A stunning design from Christian Lava, Stream is an 
impressive presence in any room. Stream’s design 
exploits the physical characteristics of the materials 
used to envelop a room in a unique, immersive light. 
Here, over 7 kilometers of metal chain appear to flow 
down from the undulating, nickel plated frame. These 
cascading tiers project a streaking, yet tranquil, shadow 
throughout the room. Design Christian Lava.

terzani.com

Stream, iridescent light.
design Christian Lava

nickel
0J51S E7 C8

gold plated
0J51S L6 C8

black nickel
0J51S E9 C8

Ø31.5”-80cm

 LED 
 6W GU10 dimmable

Light source   

 LED 
 18 x 4W E12 dimmable
 
 
 

92.5”
235cm

47.2”
120cm

45.3”
115cm

Overall height not adjustable on site
Optional custom OAH

+ 

all systems

dimmable with

88.2 205 45.3” x 45.3” x 48.8”

40 93 115 x 115 x 124  cm

Stream
small chandelier

metal

2.6”
6,5cm

Ø7.8”-19,8cm



 Canopy 

Body  Product Name

Materials

Finishes | Code

120V ~ 50/60Hz

v1.1

lbs

kg

lbs

kg

A stunning design from Christian Lava, Stream is an 
impressive presence in any room. Stream’s design 
exploits the physical characteristics of the materials 
used to envelop a room in a unique, immersive light. 
Here, over 7 kilometers of metal chain appear to flow 
down from the undulating, nickel plated frame. These 
cascading tiers project a streaking, yet tranquil, shadow 
throughout the room. Design Christian Lava.

terzani.com

Stream, iridescent light.
design Christian Lava

nickel
0J50S E7 C8

gold plated
0J50S L6 C8

black nickel
0J50S E9 C8

Ø43.3”-110cm

 LED 
 6W GU10 dimmable

Light source   

 LED 
 20 x 4W E12 dimmable
 
 
 

102.4”
260cm

55.1”
140cm

Overall height not adjustable on site
Optional custom OAH

+ 

all systems

dimmable with

138.9 308.7 53.2” x 53.2” x 56.7”

63 140 135 x 135 x 144  cm

Stream
large chandelier

metal
47.2”

 120cm

2.6”
6,5cm

Ø7.8”-19,8cm



 Canopy 

Body Product Name

Materials

Finishes | Code

120V ~ 50/60Hz

v1.1

lbs

kg

lbs

kg

A stunning design from Christian Lava, Stream is an 
impressive presence in any room. Stream’s design 
exploits the physical characteristics of the materials 
used to envelop a room in a unique, immersive light. 
Here, over 7 kilometers of metal chain appear to flow 
down from the undulating, nickel plated frame. These 
cascading tiers project a streaking, yet tranquil, shadow 
throughout the room. Design Christian Lava.

terzani.com

Stream, iridescent light.
design Christian Lava

nickel
0J52S E7 C8

gold plated
0J52S L6 C8

black nickel
0J52S E9 C8

  39.4”
100cm

55.1”-140cm

17
.7

”-4
5c

m

29.5”
75cm

Ø4.7”-12cm

1”-2,6cm

Ø2.4”-6cm Ø2.4”-6cm

15.4”-39cm 15.4”-39cm

 LED 
 3 x 6W GU10 dimmable

Light source     

 LED 
 12 x 4W G9 dimmable

68.9”
175cm

min
 39.4”
100cm

+ 

all systems

dimmable with

105.8 189.6 66.9” x 21.7” x 39”

48 86 170 x 55 x 99  cm

Stream
linear chandelier
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 Canopy 

Body  Product Name

Materials

Finishes | Code

120V ~ 50/60Hz

v1.1

lbs

kg

lbs

kg

A stunning design from Christian Lava, Stream is an 
impressive presence in any room. Stream’s design 
exploits the physical characteristics of the materials 
used to envelop a room in a unique, immersive light. 
Here, over 7 kilometers of metal chain appear to flow 
down from the undulating, nickel plated frame. These 
cascading tiers project a streaking, yet tranquil, shadow 
throughout the room. Design Christian Lava.

terzani.com

Stream, iridescent light.
design Christian Lava

nickel
0J70L E7 C8

gold plated
0J70L L6 C8

black nickel
0J70L E9 C8

Ø23.6”-60cm

1.6”-4cm

Ø5.5”-14cm
 LED 
 6W GU10 dimmable

Light source     

 LED 
 8 x 4W G9 dimmable

~27.6”
 70cm

Overall height not adjustable on site
Optional custom OAH

+ 

all systems

dimmable with

37.5 66.1 32.7” x 30.7” x 37.4”

17 30 83 x 78 x 95  cm

Stream
ceiling light

metal
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Body Product Name

Materials

Finishes | Code

120V ~ 50/60Hz

v1.1

lbs

kg

lbs

kg

A stunning design from Christian Lava, Stream is an 
impressive presence in any room. Stream’s design 
exploits the physical characteristics of the materials 
used to envelop a room in a unique, immersive light. 
Here, over 7 kilometers of metal chain appear to flow 
down from the undulating, nickel plated frame. These 
cascading tiers project a streaking, yet tranquil, shadow 
throughout the room. Design Christian Lava.

terzani.com

Stream, iridescent light.
design Christian Lava

nickel
0J60A E7 C8

gold plated
0J60A L6 C8

black nickel
0J60A E9 C8

21.3”-54cm

5.
1”

-1
3c

m

7.9”-20cm

1.4”-3,5cm

4.7”-12cm

Light source     

 LED 
 2 x 5.5W E12 dimmable
 
 
 

4.4 6.6 16.5” x 9.5” x 7.9”

2 3 42 x 24 x 20  cm

all systems

dimmable with

Stream
wall sconce

metal
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Body  Product Name

Materials

Finishes | Code

120V ~ 50/60Hz

v1.1

lbs

kg

lbs

kg

A stunning design from Christian Lava, Stream is an 
impressive presence in any room. Stream’s design 
exploits the physical characteristics of the materials 
used to envelop a room in a unique, immersive light. 
Here, over 7 kilometers of metal chain appear to flow 
down from the undulating, nickel plated frame. These 
cascading tiers project a streaking, yet tranquil, shadow 
throughout the room. Design Christian Lava.

terzani.com

Stream, iridescent light.
design Christian Lava

nickel
0J65P E7 C8

gold plated
0J65P L6 C8

black nickel
0J65P E9 C8

Ø14.2”-36cm

68.9”
175cm

Ø14.2”-36cm

integrated dimmer

Light source    

 LED 
 6 x 5.5W E12 dimmable
 
 
 

36.4 51.8 75.2” x 18.1” x 18.1”

16,5 23,5 191 x 46 x 46  cm

Stream
floor lamp

metal


